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Spider Introduces Spider Systems Group
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Seattle — Spider, a division of SafeWorks, LLC, introduces Spider Systems Group, the dedicated team of
experts designed to provide access and fall protection solutions for the most complicated, mission-critical
projects.
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The Systems Group works in concert with the extensive Spider branch network to meet the unique needs and
challenges of large industrial and commercial project work. It is resourced to deliver the response time, site
support, project management, safety code expertise and innovative solutions that the most critical energy,
infrastructure and landmark project teams demand.
“The veterans that comprise the Systems Group are some of Spider’s finest – dedicated, knowledgeable,
innovative experts who have a track record of successfully managing the most demanding access challenges
from start to finish,” comments John Sotiroff, Vice President Spider Sales and Distribution. “With over 65 years
of industry knowledge along with the combined experience of these veterans, the Spider Systems Group is the
partner to trust when the work is on the critical path.”
To learn more about this new offering, visit
http://www.spiderstaging.com/PDF%20Files/Cut%20Sheets/General/SPIDER_BROCHURE_APRIL_2013_FINAL2_Web.pdf.

To reach

the Spider Systems Group, call 877-774-3370.
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About Spider:
Founded in 1947, Spider, a division of SafeWorks, created the powered suspended access business by introducing the well-known Spider
basket. Since then, our product and service offering has expanded greatly to serve the needs of an ever-growing marketplace. Spider is the
largest manufacturer and distributor of access and safety solutions in North America, serving more customers from more locations with a
wider variety of products and services than any other company. From baskets, traction hoist and platform rental, to safety and training, to
specialty-engineered products - Spider has a strong team of professionals, along with a national network of sales, service and support
capabilities to provide you with the most reliable access solutions available.
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